
When floods are imminent, it’s best NOT to tether or lock pets in cages outside. This makes it harder for them to find 

safety if they need to do it on their own

Some households cannot evacuate from their homes with their pets. They may be unable to leave the area, or in a 

situation where the flood waters rose so quickly they cannot leave the home. In these cases, the best thing to do is to 

unplug appliances and stay at the house, above the water. If you cannot stay on the main level of your home and 

cannot get away from the property safely, you should go on top of the roof. 

If you require emergency help, call NSW SES on 132 500.

Pet parents should assume that the ground near their houses may present certain dangers. For example, downed 

power lines near a flood can be a common source of electrocution.

Flood waters are usually unsafe for drinking or 

submersion. Dogs often know how to swim, but 

the current and the contents of the water are 

unpredictable and possibly dangerous. The water 

may contain toxic substances or wild animals.

Contact us on (02) 49556670 for more resources and info.

Download weather apps to stay informed - 'BOM' or 'Floods Near Me NSW' 

Check with your property insurance if they include animal-related items or animal boarding

Write out instructions for feeding and medication if your pet need to go in to care

Ensure ID collars and microchip details are up-to-date

Discuss your flood plan with your family

Designate a safe area or arrange any family or friends who could take your pets if needed

Have leads or carriers ready to go in case of relocation
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